March 23, 2020

1. **Click here to watch today’s circle time video**

2. **Choose an activity to do with your child (click on the link)**
   - *farm animal yoga*
   - *farm animal coloring pages* (to print)
   - *farm animal matching game* (to print)

3. **Click here to watch Isabel’s goodbye circle**

---

**Additional speech and language activity from Carol!**

“Hi families!

Have fun exploring these activities for your child surrounding the farm theme this week! Some of the activities may or may not be appropriate for your child, so use your own judgement and modify as necessary. I like the first activity which provides 5 language goals to target. For the younger children, you can work on the vocabulary words in spoken language and signs, while providing the sound effects for the animals. For other children you can work on direction following by using prepositions (on top, under, inside, behind, etc). If your child is working on listening for more complex sentences, you can give directions that have additional critical elements within the sentence (put the big cow behind the barn”), etc.

If your child is working on picture exchange to request, see if your child can hand you a picture of one of the animals in exchange for the object. Or maybe your child is working on the sign for “more”, and he or she has to copy you signing “more” in order to get another animal:) The most important thing is to relax, have fun with your child is an interactive way talking about the animals and what the animals are doing! “

-Carol Lettko MA CCC-SLP Speech/Language Pathologist